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   Novelty!! 2 bedroom apartment in Setúbal!!  
  Ügynök információ

Név: Natalia Martínez
Cégnév: Tiko Portugal
Ország: Portugal
Experience
since:

2017

Szolgáltatás
típusa:

Vásárlás vagy eladás

Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments, Houses
Telefon: +351 (2102) 003-74
Languages: Catalan, English,

Galician, Portuguese,
Spanish

Weboldal: https://tiko.pt/

Hirdetés részletei
Ingatlan: Eladó
Ár: EUR 174,500

  Elhelyezkedés
Ország: Portugal
Állam/Régió/Tartomány: District of Setúbal
Város: Setúbal
Cím: Setúbal (São Sebastião)
Feladta: 2024. 06. 19.
Leírás:
Welcome to your new home in the vibrant community of Setúbal, where style and convenience meet in
this charming 2 bedroom apartment. Strategically located to provide dynamic and affordable urban living,
this apartment offers a unique opportunity to enjoy the best that the region has to offer.

Situated in one of the most sought-after areas of Setúbal, this apartment enjoys a privileged location that
combines convenience and comfort. With a variety of shops and services within walking distance,
residents have immediate access to everything they need for a modern and practical lifestyle.

Just steps away, residents will find a wide range of commercial establishments, ensuring a diverse and
convenient shopping experience.

For those who rely on public transport, this apartment is an exceptional choice. With bus stops and train
station just minutes away, residents enjoy excellent connectivity to the entire region, including major
urban centers and points of interest. In addition, important access routes are easily accessible, facilitating
quick and hassle-free travel.
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In addition to local amenities, residents of this apartment are privileged to be part of a welcoming and
vibrant community. Cultural events, outdoor activities, and opportunities for socializing are always on
hand, providing an enriching and stimulating environment for all ages.

This 2 bedroom apartment in Setúbal offers much more than just a place to live; It represents an
opportunity to embrace an urban and contemporary lifestyle, where convenience and quality of life come
together harmoniously. Don't miss the opportunity to make this place your new home!

We share this business with all real estate companies. If you have a buyer customer, please contact us! -
REF: PR-231261
Új: No

  Gyakori
Hálószobák: 2
Fürdõszobák: 1

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  További információ
Virtual tour URL: https://floorfy.com/tour/2166672

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: PR-231261
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